Self-Assembled Structure of the Binary Complex of DNA with Cationic Lipid
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ABSTRACT: Polyanionic DNA can bind electrostatically with cationic lipid to form the complex exhibiting rich self-assembled structures at various length scales. This class of bioassembly has been considered as a nonviral gene delivery system for gene therapy and as a template for nanostructure construction. The present study reports the self-assembled structure of the binary complex of DNA with a cationic lipid, cholesteryl 3[1-(dimethylamino)ethyl]carbamate (DC-Chol), in the presence of excess water. Neat DC-Chol self-assembled into cylindrical micelles in aqueous media. These micelles aggregated and fused into multilamellar condensates or vesicles upon complexation with DNA, and the DNA chains confined between the lipid bilayers formed closely packed arrays irrespective of the overall lipid-to-base pair molar ratio. The complexation was found to be a highly cooperative process, where the complexes with nearly 1:1 stoichiometry were formed even when DNA was in excess of DC-Chol in terms of the overall ionic charge. As DC-Chol became in excess, the unbound lipids did not fully macrophase separate from the stoichiometric complex but segregated to form domains coexisting with the bound lipid domains in the lamellae. The presence of these unbound lipid domains reduced the persistence length of the membrane and consequently induced topological transformation of the multilamellar phase from platelike lamellae to circular lamellae observed by TEM at higher DC-Chol composition.

Introduction

Complexes of polyelectrolyte with oppositely charged surfactants or lipids constitute a new class of material that combines the surfactant/lipid mesophase with the functions or properties of the polymer.†‡–4 The driving force of the complexation is the electrostatic attraction between the ionic charges on the polymer and the oppositely charged headgroup of the surfactant/lipid micellar species coupled with the entropic gain from counterion release. Among the variety of the complex systems, the complexes of polyanionic DNA with cationic liposomes have drawn much attention recently because of their application as nonviral gene vector for gene therapy.4–7 Cationic liposomes are vesicles with aqueous volume entirely enclosed by a bilayer membrane composed of cationic lipids. For gene delivery application the liposomes are commonly formed by mixing a synthetic cationic lipid with a zwitterionic phospholipid.8,9 The zwitterionic lipid is added to enhance the liposome’s compatibility with cell membrane and to regulate the membrane spontaneous curvature so as to facilitate the bilayer formation in the case where the cationic lipid alone is unable to form such a structure.10

Besides their application in gene delivery, DNA/cationic liposome complexes may also be considered as templates for nanostructure construction in light of their rich self-assembled structures.4,8,9,11–18 The predominant structure observed is a multilamellar phase with alternating lipid bilayer and DNA monolayer (denoted by L∞C phase).12,18,13,14 The DNA chains confined between the lipid bilayers adopt a smectic order, giving rise to a DNA–DNA correlation peak in the X-ray scattering profile.4,8 In addition to L∞C phase, an inverted hexagonal columnar phase (denoted by HII C phase) with DNA contained within lipid tubes has been constructed through reduction of the membrane bending rigidity by adding low-molecular-weight helper molecules or induction of negative spontaneous membrane curvature by adding a zwitterionic lipid with conelike molecular shape.12 Both L∞C and HII C phases yield ordered DNA arrays, and through binding inorganic substances on the DNA chains, for instance, these structures serve as the templates to produce spatially ordered nanowires.

Driven by the abundant interests in gene delivery application, studies of DNA/cationic liposome complexes have been focusing almost exclusively on the ternary systems in which the liposomes consist of a cationic lipid and a zwitterionic lipid component. In this case, the zwitterionic lipid is regarded as an inert species toward DNA binding, and its presence in the membrane homogeneously swells the interhelical distance of DNA. For application as nanostructure templates, the complexes consisting of a single cationic lipid component, whose structure remains largely unexplored, would also be of interest. The objective of this study is to examine the self-assembled structure of the binary complex system as a function of composition to reveal the structures induced without the intervention of zwitterionic lipid. The cationic lipid chosen for the study is cholesteryl 3[1-(dimethylamino)ethyl]carbamate (DC-Chol), which has been described as a promising gene vector system
with the following chemical structure:30

Unlike the typical lipids carrying two alkyl tails per molecule to render sufficient hydrocarbon volume for bilayer formation, it will be shown here that DC-Chol molecules self-assemble into wormlike micelles in aqueous media. For gene therapy application, this lipid was usually mixed with a zwitterionic lipid to form liposome with the following chemical structure: 30

Materials and Complex Preparations. Linear DNA-type XIV from herring testes sodium salt (Na content 6.2%, H2O content 4.5%) was purchased from Sigma and used without further purification. Its molecular weight determined by gel electrophoresis was found to have a polydisperse value between 400 and 1000 base pairs (bp) with a center of distribution at ca. 700 bp.31 The cationic lipid, DC-Chol, was also obtained from Sigma.

For the complex preparation, the DC-Chol lipid was first dissolved in chloroform followed by drying in vacuo at room temperature to form a lipid film. The lipid film was hydrated by adding distilled water, mixing with a vortex mixer for several minutes, and then sonicating in a water bath at 40 °C. The concentration of the resultant DC-Chol suspension was 3–6 wt % depending on the compositions of the complexes to be prepared. DNA/DC-Chol complexes were prepared by adding prescribed amounts of 50 mg/mL DNA aqueous solution into the lipid film. The complexes formed spontaneously as manifested by their precipitation. The concentration of the complexes in the aqueous media was 5 wt % (or water content = 95 wt %).

Ultraviolet–Visible (UV–Vis) Spectroscopy Experiment. UV–vis spectroscopy (Hitachi U-3300 spectrophotometer) was employed to determine the actual compositions of the complexes prepared when DNA was in excess of DC-Chol in terms of overall ionic charge by measuring the concentrations of free DNA remained in the supernatants. The separation between the supernatant and the complex precipitate was facilitated by centrifugation. Each milliliter of the supernatant was subsequently diluted with 14 mL of deionized water to reduce the intensity of the DNA absorption peak near 260 nm to the detectable range of the spectrophotometer.

Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) Measurements. The self-assembled structures of the DNA/DC-Chol complexes in excess water were probed by SAXS at room temperature. The samples were prepared by directly introducing the aqueous suspensions into the sample cells comprising of two Kapton windows. The SAXS appratus consisted of an 18 kW rotating anode X-ray generator (Rigaku) operated at 200 mA and 40 kV, a pyrolytic graphite crystal for incident beam monochromatization, and a two-dimensional position-sensitive detector (ORDELA model 2201X, Oak Ridge Detector Laboratory Inc.)

Results and Discussion

The composition of the complex denoted by “x” represents the lipid-to-base pair molar ratio prescribed by the feed ratio of DNA and DC-Chol in the complex preparation (x is thus called “prescribed composition” here). Because each DC-Chol molecule has a positive charge and a base pair of DNA carries two negative charges here). Because each DC-Chol molecule has a positive charge and a base pair of DNA carries two negative charges, x = 2.0 corresponds to the overall stoichiometric composition for charge neutralization, x = 2 means DNA is in excess of the lipid in terms of overall ionic charge, while the opposite is true for x > 2. The actual composition of the complex, denoted by “x”, may however deviate from the prescribed composition. x0 should correspond to 1:1 stoichiometry (i.e., x0 = 2) for the system with x > 2 because there is a sufficient supply of lipid molecules for binding with all DNA phosphates groups in the system. In this case, the stoichiometric complex coexists with free lipids in the aqueous media. The situation becomes more complicated for x < 2 where the supply of lipid molecules is not enough for complete binding. Intuitively, the lipid molecules might be allocated evenly to all DNA chains in the system according to the feed ratio. However, the complexation of polyelectrolyte with oppositely charged surfactant is known to be a highly cooperative process, where the surfactant binding neighboring a “locked” surfactant molecule is much faster than the primary binding.34–38 Such a “zipper” binding mechanism tends to yield 1:1 stoichiometry for the complex composition even when the polyelectrolyte is in excess of the surfactant in terms of the overall ionic charge. In this case, the system contains the stoichiometric complex (which precipitated out of the solution) along with free polyelectrolyte remained in the supernatant.

To examine whether the cooperative binding is operative in the complexation between DNA and DC-Chol, the actual compositions of the complexes formed at x < 2 were determined by measuring the concentrations of free DNA remained in the supernatants using UV–vis spectroscopy. Figure 1a displays the representative UV
spectra of the supernatants for the samples with $x = 0.75$, 1.5, and 2.0. The existence of free DNA is clearly demonstrated by the DNA absorption peak near 260 nm. The intensity of this peak increases with decreasing $x$, indicating that the concentration of DNA participating in the complexation with DC-Chol decreases accordingly. The concentration of free DNA in the supernatant, $c_{\text{DNA}}^0$, in units of mg/mL can be determined from the peak absorbance; the actual complex composition is then given by

$$x_a = x \left( \frac{c_{\text{DNA}}^0}{c_{\text{DNA}}^0 - c_{\text{DNA}}^s} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $c_{\text{DNA}}^0$ is the total DNA concentration in the system. $x_a$ obtained from eq 1 is plotted against the corresponding prescribed composition in Figure 1b. It can be seen that $x_a$ is about 2.2 irrespective of $x$. The proximity of $x_a$ to the value of 2.0 asserts that the complexation is indeed highly cooperative, where the binding of DC-Chol molecules onto DNA proceeds through a zipper mechanism. Although the prescribed composition does not correctly represent the actual complex composition, the overall lipid-to-base pair molar ratio is still a key parameter governing the structures of the complexes, as will be demonstrated later. Consequently, the following results relating to the complex structures will be presented in terms of $x$ rather than $x_a$ for the clarity of discussion.

The self-assembled structures of the complexes are probed by SAXS. Figure 2 displays the Lorentz-corrected SAXS profiles ($I(q)q^2$ vs $q$) of neat DC-Chol as a function of weight fraction of water ($W_w = \text{weight fraction of water}$). Dry DC-Chol exhibits a multilamellar structure as manifested by the multiple scattering peaks with relative positions prescribed by the 1-D stacked lamellar morphology (i.e., 1: 2...). The interlamellar distance of 4.42 nm signifies that the membrane is in the bilayer form as the fully extended length of a DC-Chol molecule is ca. 2.0 nm. Absorption of water swells the interlamellar distance (to 5.23 nm for $W_w = 0.3$) due to the incorporation of water molecules into the hydrophilic layers to reduce the electrostatic repulsion between the bilayer surfaces. For the excess water state ($W_w = 0.95$) concerned here, the multiple diffraction peaks are replaced by a broad halo, signaling that the lamellar order has been completely lost.

Figure 3 shows the TEM micrograph of neat DC-Chol. DC-Chol is seen to form wormlike cylindrical micelles rather than unilamellar or multilamellar vesicles, consistent with the SAXS result showing no multilamellar peaks at high water content. The diameter of the micelles estimated from the micrograph is about 5.4 nm. It is known that the type of micelle formed is governed by the geometric factor, $v/l_{a_0}$, of the lipid molecule with $v$, $l_0$, and $a_0$ being the hydrocarbon volume, critical length of the lipid chain, and the effective headgroup area, respectively. Planar bilayer is favored for $v/l_{a_0} > \frac{1}{2}$, while smaller $v/l_{a_0}$ favors the formation of micelles with higher surface curvature such as cylinders.
or spheres. The molecule of DC-Chol is truncated cone in shape when the effective headgroup area is swollen by sufficient hydration; in this case, the corresponding formation of wormlike cylindrical micelles with the diameter of ca. 5.4 nm.

Figure 4. Representative Lorentz-corrected SAXS profiles of DNA/DC-Chol complexes in excess water. For $x = 10.0$ the multilamellar peaks in the corresponding SAXS profile appear to superpose on a broad halo (represented by the legend of filled circle) due to the presence of unbound DC-Chol micelles.

The electric field of DNA effectively dehydrates the headgroups of DC-Chol. It is noted that, at $x = 10.0$ where the molar number of the lipid greatly exceeds that of the base pairs, the multilamellar peaks in the corresponding SAXS profile appear to superpose on a broad halo, implying that the multilamellae structure coexists with the uncomplexed DC-Chol micelles.

The multilamellar phases in the complexes are further verified by the TEM micrographs in Figure 5, showing the multilamellar structure in the complex particles. At $x = 10.0$, hallow multilamellar vesicles are observed along with the unbound DC-Chol micelle aggregates (marked by the arrow in Figure 5a). The coexistence of these entities is consistent with the corresponding SAXS profile, showing a broad halo overlapped with the multilamellar peaks. At $x = 2.4$ and 3.6 large compact aggregates consisting of circular lamellae are predominantly found in the system. It is noted that although the lipid is in excess of DNA in these two compositions, no cylindrical micelle formed by free DC-Chol is observed. This suggests that the unbound DC-Chol molecules are somehow contained within the multilamellar particles rather than macrophase separating from them. When DNA becomes in excess of lipid in terms of overall charge (i.e., at $x < 2.0$), the stoichiometric complexes tend to form platelike lamellae with opened edges, as demonstrated in Figure 5d for $x = 0.5$. The TEM observation indicates that the multilamellar phases tend to exhibit a topological change from platelike lamellae to circular lamellae to multilamellar vesicles with increasing $x$.

Returning to the SAXS results, a close examination of the SAXS profiles of the complexes reveals the presence of a small peak marked by $q_{DNA}$ situating at ca. 2.50 nm$^{-1}$ for $1.25 \leq x \leq 3.6$, as demonstrated by the enlarged SAXS plots in Figure 6. This peak is attributed to the DNA–DNA correlation prescribed by the smectic order of the DNA chains confined in the hydrophilic layers. The observed $q_{DNA}$ corresponds to the interhelical distance of the DNA chains $q_{DNA} = 2\pi / d_{DNA} = 2.51$ nm. This length approaches the diameter of DNA plus a layer of hydration shell, indicating that the DNA chains in the hydrophilic layers form closely packed arrays irrespective of the prescribed composition.

To gain further insight into the multilamellar structures at different $x$, the electron density profiles along the lamellar normal, $\rho_{e}(z)$, are constructed from the SAXS data via

$$\rho_{e}(z) \sim \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sqrt{I(q_{k})q_{k}^{2}\phi_{k}} \cos(q_{k}z)$$

where $n$ is the total number of diffraction order, $q_{k}$ is the scattering vector of the $k$th diffraction order, $I(q_{k})q_{k}^{2}$ is the magnitude of the $k$th amplitude, and $\phi_{k}$ is phase which is either $+1$ or $-1$ for the centroymmetrical multilamellar structure.

Figure 7 presents the relative electron density profiles of the complexes and neat DC-Chol with $W_{DC} = 0.3$ calculated using the intensities of the three scattering peaks and the most reasonable phase combination of $(-1,-1,-1)$ and $(-1,-1,+1)$ for the complexes and neat DC-Chol, respectively. The overall shapes of $\rho_{e}(z)$ are seen to deviate from the two-density model commonly adopted for the analysis of multilamellar
structure in polymer systems (e.g., synthetic polymer/surfactant complexes in the bulk, block copolymers, and semicrystalline polymers). For DC-Chol with $W_w = 0.3$, the valley centered at $z = 0$ corresponds to the hydrophobic regions, while the two humps at $z = 1.53$ and $z = 3.84$ nm represent the headgroup regions. The water intercalated between the headgroups results in the shallow valley between the two humps. The thickness of the hydrophobic bilayer, approximately given by the headgroup-to-headgroup distance in the $\rho_h(z)$ profile, is ca. 3.0 nm for both neat DC-Chol and the complexes. The electron density profiles of the hydrophilic layers in the complexes are clearly different from the corresponding profile in DC-Chol. In contrast to a valley between two humps, a peak beside the humps is identified for the complexes irrespective of composition. This peak is attributed to the DNA sandwiched between the lipid headgroups. We also note that this peak is ca. 2.0 nm in width irrespective of composition, indicating

---

**Figure 5.** A series of TEM micrographs showing the multilamellar phases of DNA/DC-Chol complexes: (a) $x = 10.0$; (b) $x = 3.6$; (c) $x = 2.4$; (d) $x = 0.5$. In (a) the arrow marks the presence of unbound DC-Chol micelles.

**Figure 6.** Enlarged plots of the SAXS profiles showing the presence of a DNA–DNA correlation peak at ca. 2.5 nm$^{-1}$ (marked by the arrows) for DNA/DC-Chol complexes.

**Figure 7.** Relative electron density profiles of DNA/DC-Chol complexes in excess water. For $x = 10$ the corresponding $\rho_h(z)$ profile was obtained by subtracting the broad halo associated with unbound DC-Chol from the overall scattering profile.
that DNA duplex in the complexes adopts the common B conformation (diameter $\approx 2.0$ nm).\textsuperscript{40}

Although the electron density profiles are qualitatively similar among the complexes with different prescribed compositions, the electron density of the DNA peak in the hydrophilic layer (denoted by $\rho_{eD}$) relative to that of the headgroup region (denoted by $\rho_{eH}$) appears to decrease with increasing $x$ as $x > 2$. $\rho_{eD}$ is obviously higher than $\rho_{eH}$ at $x \leq 2$, but they become approximately equal in height at $x \geq 3.6$. The composition-dependent $\rho_{eD}$ can be understood by considering that the excess unbound lipids coexist with the bound lipids within the lamellae (as supported by the TEM micrographs showing no cylindrical micelle formed by unbound DC-Chol molecules at $x \leq 3.6$). These unbound lipid molecules might be equally partitioned in the membrane; however, this would invariably swell the interhelical distance of the DNA chains in the hydrophilic layers. Since swelling of $\rho_{DNA}$ is not observed (cf. Figure 6), the unbound lipid molecules must have segregated to form domains coexisting with the bound lipid domains within the lamellae, as schematically illustrated in Figure 8. In this case, the hydrophilic layers excluding the lipid headgroups contain domains of closely packed DNA arrays and water domains, and $\rho_{eD}$ would represent a harmonic average of the electron density of the DNA arrays and that of the water domains, where a lower $\rho_{eD}$ signifies a higher volume fraction of water domains in the hydrophilic layers. The intervention of the unbound lipid domains reduces the persistence length of the membrane due to the tendency toward micelle formation of unbound DC-Chol, and this may be responsible for the formation of circular lamellae at larger $x$ (cf. Figure 5).

Because of the absence of unbound lipid domains, flat lamellae are predominantly observed at $x < 2$ because the high packing density of DNA bound on the bilayer surface over a large distance increases the membrane rigidity.

**Conclusions**

The self-assembled structures of the binary complexes of polyanionic DNA with cationic DC-Chol lipid in the presence of excess water have been characterized by SAXS and TEM. DC-Chol lipids were found to form cylindrical micelles instead of bilayers in aqueous media. Complexation with DNA transformed the micelles into a multilamellar structure consisting of alternating bilayer and DNA monolayer. Consequently, complexation with DNA induced both formation and ordering of DC-Chol bilayers because of the effective dehydration of the DC-Chol headgroups induced by the electrostatic interaction with DNA. The complexation was found to be a highly cooperative process, where the binding of DC-Chol molecules onto DNA proceeded through a zipper mechanism to yield nearly 1:1 stoichiometry for the complexes even when DNA was in excess of the lipid in terms of the overall ionic charge. Although not being able to represent the actual complex composition correctly, the prescribed composition given by the overall lipid-to-base pair molar ratio was a key variable governing the complex structures at different length scales. At $x \ll 2$, the DNA chains confined between the bilayers formed closely packed arrays (with the in-plane interhelical distance of 2.51 nm) over a large distance without the intervention of unbound lipid domains. The high packing density of DNA stiffened the membrane, thereby resulting in a topological structure of flat lamellae. When the lipid became in excess, the hydrophilic layers excluding the lipid headgroups contained domains of closely packed DNA arrays and water domains. In this case, the persistence length of the membrane was reduced by the intervention of unbound lipid domains, and this induced the formation of circular lamellae.
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